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Floating-point arithmetic plays a central role in science, engineering, and finance by enabling developers to approximate real arithmetic. To address numerical issues in large
floating-point applications, developers must identify root
causes, which is difficult because floating-point errors are
generally non-local, non-compositional, and non-uniform.
This paper presents Herbgrind, a tool to help developers
identify and address root causes in numerical code written
in low-level languages like C/C++ and Fortran. Herbgrind
dynamically tracks dependencies between operations and
program outputs to avoid false positives and abstracts erroneous computations to simplified program fragments whose
improvement can reduce output error. We perform several
case studies applying Herbgrind to large, expert-crafted numerical programs and show that it scales to applications
spanning hundreds of thousands of lines, correctly handling
the low-level details of modern floating point hardware and
mathematical libraries and tracking error across function
boundaries and through the heap.

1 Introduction
Large floating-point applications play a central role in science, engineering, and finance by enabling engineers to approximate real number computations. Ensuring that these
applications provide accurate results (close to the ideal real
number answer) has been a challenge for decades [17ś21].
Inaccuracy due to rounding errors has led to market distortions [25, 31], retracted scientific articles [1, 2], and incorrect
election results [38].
Floating-point errors are typically silent: even when a
grievous error has invalidated a computation, it will still
produce a result without any indication things have gone
awry. Recent work [3, 4] has developed dynamic analyses
that detect assembly-level operations with large intermediate
rounding errors, and recent static error analysis tools have
been developed to verify the accuracy of small numerical
kernels [11, 34].
However, after floating-point error has been detected,
there are no tools to help a developer diagnose and debug its
root cause. The root cause is the part of a computation whose
improvement would reduce error in the program’s outputs.
Previous work in the area [4] has called out root cause analysis as a significant open problem that needs to be addressed.
This paper addresses this problem with a tool that works on
large, real, expert-crafted floating-point applications written
in C/C++, and Fortran.
In practical settings, root causes are difficult to identify
precisely. Root causes often involves computations that cross
function boundaries, use the heap, or depend on particular
inputs. As such, even though root causes are part of the computation, they rarely appear as delineable syntactic entities
in the original program text. The key challenge, then, is identifying root causes and suitably abstracting them to a form
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that enables numerical analysis and facilitates improving the
accuracy of the program.
From a developer’s perspective, identifying and debugging
numerical issues is difficult for several reasons. First, floatingpoint error is non-compositional: large intermediate errors
may not impact program outputs and small intermediate
errors may blow up in a single operation (due to, e.g., cancellation or overflow). Second, floating-point errors are often
non-local: the source of an error can be far from where it is
observed and may involve values that cross function boundaries and flow through heap-allocated data structures. Third,
floating-point errors are non-uniform: a program may have
high error for certain inputs despite low or non-existent
error on other inputs.
This paper presents Herbgrind, a dynamic binary analysis
that identifies candidate root causes for numerical error in
large floating-point applications. First, to address the noncompositionality of error, Herbgrind records operations with
intermediate error and tracks the influence of these operations on program outputs and control flow. Second, to address the non-locality of error, Herbgrind provides symbolic
expressions to describe erroneous computation, abstracting
the sequence of operations that cause error to program fragments which facilitate numerical analysis. Finally, to address
the non-uniformity of error, Herbgrind characterizes the inputs to erroneous computations observed during analysis,
including the full range as well as the subset that caused
significant error.
We demonstrate Herbgrind’s effectiveness by identifying the root causes of error in three expert-written numerical applications and benchmarks. We find that Herbgrind
handles the tricky floating-point manipulations found in
expert-written numerical code, and can identify real sources
of floating-point error missed by experts when writing important software. To further characterize the impact of Herbgrind’s key components, we carried out a set of smaller
experiments with the FPBench floating-point benchmark
suite [10], and find that each of Herbgrind’s components is
crucial to its accuracy and performance.
To the best of our knowledge, Herbgrind provides the
first approach to identifying and summarizing root causes
of error in large numerical programs. Herbgrind is implemented in the Valgrind binary instrumentation framework,
and achieves acceptable performance using several key optimizations.1 Building Herbgrind required developing the
following contributions:

• An implementation of this analysis that supports numerical code written in low-level languages like C/C++
and Fortran and handles the complexities of modern
floating point hardware and libraries (Section 5).
• Key design decisions and optimizations required for
this implementation to achieve acceptable performance
when scaling up to applications spanning hundreds of
thousands of lines (Section 6).
• An evaluation of Herbgrind including bugs found łin
the wildž and measurements of the impact of its various subsystems (Section 7 and Section 8).

2 Background
A floating-point number represents a real number of the
form ±(1 + m)2e , where m is a fixed-point value between
0 and 1 and e is a signed integer; several other values, including two zeros, two infinities, not-a-number error values,
and subnormal values, can also be represented. In doubleprecision floating point, m is a 52-bit value, and e is an 11-bit
value, which together with a sign bit makes 64 bits. Simple
operations on floating-point numbers, such as addition and
multiplication, are supported in hardware on most computers.
2.1 Floating-Point Challenges
Non-compositional error Individual floating-point instructions are always evaluated as accurately as possible, but since
not all real numbers are represented by a floating-point value,
some error is necessarily produced. Thus, the floating-point
sum of x and y corresponds to the real number x +y +(x +y)ϵ,
where ϵ is some small value induced by rounding error.2
Floating-point operations implemented in libraries also tend
to bound error to a few units in the last place (ulps) for
each operation, but are generally not guaranteed to be the
closest result. However error grows when multiple operations are performed. For example, consider the expression
(x +1)−x = 1. The addition introduces error ϵ1 and produces
x + 1 + (x + 1)ϵ1 . The subtraction then introduces ϵ2 and
produces
1 + (x + 1)ϵ1 + ϵ2 + (x + 1)ϵ1ϵ2 .
Since x can be arbitrarily large, the (x +1)ϵ1 term can be large;
in fact, for values of x on the order of 1016 , the expression
(x +1)−x evaluates to 0, not 1. The influence of intermediate
errors on program output can be subtle; not only can accurate
intermediate operations compute an inaccurate result, but
intermediate error can cancel to produce an accurate result.
Experts often orchestrate such cancellation, which poses a
challenge to dynamic analysis tools trying to minimize false
positives.

• An analysis that identifies candidate root causes by
tracking dependencies between sources of error and
program outputs, abstracting the responsible computations to an improvable program fragment, and characterizing the inputs to these computations (Section 4).

2 For cases involving subnormal numbers, the actual error formula is
more complex; these details are elided here.

1 The implementation of Herbgrind is publicly available at
https://github.com/uwplse/herbgrind
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Non-local error Floating-point error can also be non-local;
the cause of a floating point error can span functions and
thread through data structures. Consider the snippet:
double foo(struct Point a, struct Point b) {
return ((a.x + a.y) - (b.x + b.y)) * a.x;
}
double bar(double x, double y, double z) {
return foo(mkPoint(x, y), mkPoint(x, z));
}
The foo and bar functions individually appear accurate. However, bar’s use of foo causes inaccuracy. For example for inputs x=1e16, y=1, z=0, the correct output of bar is 1e16, yet
bar instead computes 0. However, this combination of foo
and bar can be computed more accurately, with the expression (y − z) · x. Note that in this example, understanding the
error requires both reasoning across function boundaries
and through data structures.

Figure 1. Complex plotter output before (left) and after
(right) diagnosing and fixing a floating-point error.

and bit manipulations for each operation, and are painstakingly crafted by experts [16, 28]. Even higher level operations, like those on matrices and vectors, are implemented
in thousands of lower-level operations, often building on
both hardware floating-point instructions and lower-level
math libraries [22]. Previous tools report error locations as
individual opcode addresses, which may be deep within the
internals of the implementation of a sophisticated operation.
This is unfortunate, as most users are unwilling and/or unable to modify a libm or BLAS implementation; instead such
operations should be treated as atomic black boxes so that
users can focus on ensuring such operations are accurately
used at a higher level of abstraction. In contrast, Herbgrind
supports abstracting over such library calls which enables
more useful error location reporting and permits meaningful
shadowing in high-precision.

Non-uniform error For a given computation, different inputs can cause vastly different amounts of floating-point
error. Effectively debugging a numerical issue requires characterizing the inputs which lead to the root cause impacting
output accuracy. For example, consider the snippet:
double baz(double x){
double z = 1 / (x - 113);
return (z + M_PI) - z;
}
When debugging baz, it’s important to know what inputs
baz is called on in the context of the larger program. For most
inputs, baz is accurate; if baz is only called on inputs far from
113, then a programmer need not consider it problematic.
However, for values of x near 113, baz suffers significant
rounding error, because z becomes very large, and then most
of the bits of π are lost to catastrophic cancellation. To diagnose the root cause of error in a program containing baz,
programmers need to know whether baz is called on inputs
near 113; if not, they may waste time investigating baz’s
behavior on inputs near 113 when those inputs are never
seen in practice. In this example, understanding the error
requires reasoning about the inputs on which the fragment
of code will be executed.
2.2

Root cause analysis There are two ways in which floatingpoint error can affect observable program behavior: either by
flowing directly to an output, or changing control flow. BZ [3]
can detect changes in control flow due to error; but cannot
reason about how error affects program outputs. Verrou and
FpDebug have no support for detecting observable program
behavior affected by error. When an error is detected, FpDebug reports the binary address where the error was found,
while Verrou and BZ only report that something has gone
wrong, not where it has gone wrong. In contrast, Herbgrind
characterizes both the full range and error-inducing inputs
to the problematic computations observed during analysis.

Existing Debugging Tools

Table 1 compares the tools most closely related to Herbgrind.

3 Overview

Error detection All of the tools compared are dynamic
analyses which attempt to detect error. Like Herbgrind,
FpDebug[4] uses high-precision shadow values to track the
error of floating-point computations; Verrou[12] and BZ[3]
use heuristic methods to detect possible instances of error.
While individual hardware floating-point operations are
accurate, more complex operations, like trigonometric functions, are generally implemented in low-level math libraries
which make use of hundreds of floating-point instructions

We illustrate Herbgrind by detailing its use on a simple complex function plotter. Given function f : C → C, region
R = [x 0 , x 1 ] × [y0 , y1 ] in the complex plane, and a resolution,
the plotter tiles R with a grid of pixels, and colors each pixel
based on arg(f (x + iy)) at the center (x, y) of each pixel.3
Since the output of the program is an image, minor errors in
3 arg
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Table 1. Comparison of floating-point error detection tools. Note that all tools are run on distinct benchmark suites.
Feature
Error Detection
Dynamic
Detects Error
Shadow Reals
Local Error
Library Abstraction
Root Cause Analysis
Output-Sensitive Error Report
Detect Control Divergence
Localization
Characterize Inputs
Other
Automatically Re-run in High Precision
Overhead*

FpDebug

BZ

Verrou

Herbgrind

✓
✓
✓
✗
✗

✓
✓
✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
Opcode Address
✗

✗
✓
None
✗

✗
✗
None
✗

✓
✓
Abstracted Code Fragment
✓

✗
395x

✓
7.91x

✗
7x

✗
574x

Compare @ main.cpp:24 in run(int, int)
231878 incorrect values of 477000
Influenced by erroneous expressions:
(FPCore (x y)
:pre (and (<= -2.061152e-9 x 2.497500e-1)
(<= -2.619433e-9 y 2.645912e-9))
(- (sqrt (+ (* x x) (* y y))) x))
Example problematic input: (2.061152e-9, -2.480955e-12)

the evaluation of f can usually be ignored. However, floatingpoint error can compound in unexpected ways. Consider the
function4
p

p
f (z) = 1/ ℜ(z) − ℜ(z) + i exp(−20z) .
To evaluate this function, the plotter must provide codes
for evaluating the square root of a complex number. The
standard formula is
q

qp
p
√
p
x + iy =
x 2 + y2 + x + i
x 2 + y 2 − x / 2,

This report shows that at line 24 of the main.cpp source file,
inaccuracy is caused by the expression:
p
x 2 + y2 − x .
Running Herbie [29] on the above expression produces
this more accurate version.
p

2
2

if x ≤ 0

p

 x +y −x
2
2


x +y −x ⇝ 2 p
.
2
2

if x > 0

y / x + y + x

Substituting this expression back into the original complex
square root definition (and simplifying) yields

where the square roots in the definitions are all square roots
of real numbers (typically provided by standard math libraries).
Implementing f using this formula and plotting the region
R = [0, 14 ] × [−3, 3] results in the left image of Figure 1. The
speckling is not an accurate representation of f ; in fact, f is
continuous in both x and y throughout R.
Herbgrind uses three key components (detailed in Section 4) to identify the root cause of error in the plotting
program: (1) a shadow taint analysis, which tracks the ways
that erroneous operations influence important program locations called spots; (2) a shadow symbolic execution, which
builds expressions representing the computations that produced each value; and (3) an input characterization system,
which maintains information about the set of inputs to each
computation.
Herbgrind detects that the plotter computes wrong pixel
values due to significant error from a subtraction with high
local error:

4 ℜ(z)

qp
qp


2 + y2 − x + i

x
x 2 + y2 − x
|y|/


p
1 
q
q
x + iy = √
p
p
2

x 2 + y 2 + x + i |y|/
x 2 + y2 + x




if x ≤ 0
if x > 0

for the complex square root. Replacing the complex square
root computation in the plotter with this alternative implementation fixes the inaccurate computation, as confirmed
by running Herbgrind on the repaired program5 . The fixed
code produces the right graph in Figure 1.
While error in the complex plotter is primarily in a single
compilation unit, real world numerical software often has
many numerical components which interact, and root causes
often cannot be isolated to one component. We evaluate
5 Automating the process of inserting improved code back into the
binary is left to future work, but Herbgrind can provide source locations
for each node in the extracted expression.

indicates the real (non-imaginary) part of z
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Herbgrind on several large numerical systems which exhibit
these issues in Section 7.

4.2

Herbgrind uses the real-number execution to measure the
floating-point error at program outputs, conditional branches,
and conversions from floating-point values to integers; these
three types of program locations are collectively called spots.
Since error is non-compositional, the root cause of error
at a spot can be far from the spot itself. To overcome this,
Herbgrind identifies candidate root causes and tracks their
influence on spots using a taint analysis: every floating-point
value has a łtaintž set of influencing instructions which is
propagated by computation.
Herbgrind uses local error to determine which floatingpoint operations cause error (Figure 4). Local error [29] measures the error an operation’s output would have even if
its inputs were accurately computed, and then rounded to
native floats. Using local error to assess operations avoids
blaming innocent operations for erroneous operands. Any
operation whose local error passes a threshold Tℓ is treated
as a candidate root cause.7
In the case of the complex plotter from Section 3, the subtraction at the top of the reported expression was determined
to have high local error, resulting in it being tracked.

4 Analysis
The implementation of Herbgrind’s analysis requires handling complex machine details including different value precisions, multiple distinct storage types, and bit-level operations, which we detail in Section 5. To first clarify the core
concepts, this section describes Herbgrind’s analysis in terms
of an abstract float machine. Herbgrind’s analysis consists
of three components: a spots-and-influences system to determine which operations influence which program outputs
(Section 4.2), a symbolic expression system to track computations across function and heap data structure boundaries (Section 4.3), and an input characteristics system to
determine on which inputs the computation is erroneous or
accurate (Section 4.4).
4.1

Spots and Influence Shadows

Abstract Machine Semantics

The abstract machine has floating-point values and operations as well as memory and control flow (Figure 2). A
machine contains mutable memory M : Z → (F | Z)
which stores floating-point values or integers and a program counter pc : Z that indexes into the list of program
statements. Statements include: computations, control operations, and outputs. A program is run by initializing the
memory and program counter, and then running statements
until the program counter becomes negative.
Herbgrind’s analysis describes candidate root causes for
programs on this abstract machine (Figure 3 and Figure 4)
by updating analysis information for each instruction in
the program. Each computation instruction with floatingpoint output is associated with an operation entry, which
describes the computation that led up to that operation, and
a summary of the values that computation takes. All other
instructions have a spot entry, which lists the error at that
location and the erroneous computations that influence the
location (Section 4.2).

4.3

Symbolic Expressions

Identifying the operation that introduced error, as the influences system does, is not sufficient to understand the error,
because floating-point error is non-local: to understand why
an operation is erroneous requires understanding how its
inputs were computed. In many cases those inputs are separated from the erroneous operation by function boundaries
and heap data structure manipulations. Herbgrind analyzes
through those boundaries by providing symbolic expressions
for the erroneous operation and its inputs.
Symbolic expressions represent an abstract computation
that contains a candidate root cause. Each symbolic expression contains only floating-point operations: it therefore abstracts away function boundaries and heap data structures. A
symbolic expression must be general enough to encompass
any encountered instance of a computation, while still being
specific enough to be as helpful as possible to the user.
Herbgrind constructs symbolic expressions by first recording a concrete expression for every floating-point value and
then using anti-unification to combine these concrete expressions into symbolic expressions. Each concrete expression
tracks the floating-point operations that were used to build
a particular value. Concrete expression are copied when a
value is passed to a function, entered in a heap data structure,
or stored and retrieved later, but these operations themselves
are not recorded. A single concrete expression (and the resulting symbolic expression), might encompass a subtraction

Shadow Reals Floating-point errors are generally silent:
even when error invalidates a computation, that computation
still produces a floating-point value without any indication
that the value is erroneous. Herbgrind follows prior work in
detecting the floating-point errors in a program by computing a real number shadow for every floating-point value in
ordinary program memory.6 For each such statement, Herbgrind executes the statement’s operation in the reals on
real-number shadow inputs, and stores the resulting real
number to the real-number shadow memory. Herbgrind’s
handling of mathematical libraries and similar details is discussed in Section 5.

7 Herbgrind only reports those sources of error where error flows into
spots, so that users are only shown erroneous code that affects program
results.

6 While the abstract analysis is defined in terms of computing over
reals, the implementation must settle merely for high precision (e.g., 1000bit mantissa) approximations (Section 5.1).
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−x )K(M, pc) =
Jy ← f (→
−−−−→
r = Jf K(M[x])
M[y 7→ r ], pc + 1

Addr = PC = Z
M[a : Addr] : F | Z
pc : PC

−−−→
prog[n : PC] : Addr ← f (Addr)
−−−→
| if P(Addr) goto PC
| out Addr

−x ) goto nK(M, pc) =
Jif P(→
−−−−→
pc ′ = if JPK(M[x]) then n else pc + 1
M, pc ′

run(prog) =
M[−] = 0, pc = 0
while pc ≥ 0
M, pc = Jprog[pc]K(M, pc)

Jout xK(M, pc) =
print M[x]
M, pc + 1

Figure 2. The abstract machine semantics for low-level floating-point computation. A machine contains memory and a
program counter which indexes into a list of statements. Statements either compute values and store the result in memory,
perform a conditional jump, or output a value.
−−−→
Expr = R | f (Expr)
MR [a : Addr] : R
M I [a : Addr] : Set PC
M E [a : Addr] : Expr
ops[n : PC] :
Set (Expr × List (Set F) × (Position → Set F))
spots[n : PC] : (Set R) × (Set PC)

analyze(prog) =
M[−] = MR [−] = M E [−] = 0, M I [−] = ∅
pc = 0, spots[−] = (∅, ∅), ops[−] = ∅
while pc ≥ 0
M ′, pc ′ = Jprog[pc]K(M, pc)
MR′ = Jprog[pc]KR (M, MR )
M I′ = Jprog[pc]KI (MR , M I , pc)
M E′ = Jprog[pc]KE (MR′ , M E )
record(prog, pc, ops, spots, M ′, MR , M I′ , M E′ )
pc = pc ′, M = M ′, MR = MR′ , M I = M I′ , M E = M E′
return spots, ops

Figure 3. The Herbgrind analysis for finding root causes for floating-point error. Herbgrind maintains shadow memories for
real values (MR ), influences (M I ), and concrete expressions (M E ). Additionally, Herbgrind tracks concrete expressions and
input sets (both total and problematic) for operations in ops and error and influences for spots in spots. Note that Herbgrind
follows floating-point control flow branches during analysis; cases when it diverges from the control flow interpreted under
reals are reported as errors.
from one function, a series of multiplications from another,
and an exponentiation which occurs after the value is stored
in a hash table and later retrieved.
From the concrete expression for every value, Herbgrind
computes symbolic expressions using a variant of the classic anti-unification algorithm [30] for computing the mostspecific generalization of two trees. Symbolic expressions
are much like concrete expressions, but include variables
which can stand in for any subtree; variables which stand in
for equivalent subtrees are the same. To produce expressions
which are more useful for program improvement, Herbgrind
uses a modified version of anti-unification. These modifications are described in an extended tech report. Reporting
detailed symbolic expressions is essential for diagnosing the
root causes of error; in the case of the plotter, the full extracted expression was essential for producing an improved
complex square root definition.

4.4

Input Characteristics

Because floating-point error is non-uniform, the error of
a computation is highly dependent on its inputs. In many
cases, a developer must know on the range of inputs to a
computation in order to improve its error behavior, but the
actual intermediate inputs such computations receive during
program execution are difficult to ascertain from the original,
top-level program input. Herbgrind satisfies this need by
computing input characteristics for each symbolic expression
it produces.8 These input characteristics can show the ranges
of each symbolic variable, example inputs, or other features
of the expression inputs.
To compute input characteristics, Herbgrind stores, for
every symbolic expression, a summary of all values seen
for that symbolic expression’s free variables. Every time a
section of code (a function or a loop body, say) is re-executed,
8 Note

that Herbgrind’s input characteristics apply to the inputs of
symbolic expressions identified by Herbgrind, not to the program inputs
provided by the developer.
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// Reals
−x )K (M, M ) when M [y] ∈ R =
Jy ← f (→
R
R
R
−−−−−→
−−−−−→
−−−−→
→
−
v = if MR [x] ∈ R then MR [x] else M[x]
−
M [y 7→ Jf K (→
v )]
R

record(prog, pc, ops, spots, M, MR , M I , M E ) =
−c , ĉ = ops[pc]
e,→
ε, i = spots[pc]
match prog[pc] with
−x )) when M[y] ∈ F =⇒
| (y ← f (→
′
e = M E [y] : : e
→
−c ′ = update-total-inputs(→
−x ,→
−c )
−−−−−→
if local-error(f , MR [x]) > Tℓ then
ĉ ′ = update-problematic-inputs(M E [y], ĉ)
−c ′, ĉ ′ )
ops[pc] = (e ′,→
→
−
| (y ← f ( x )) when M[y] ∈ Z =⇒
−−−−−→
if Jf KR (MR [x]) = M[y] then
Ð −−−−−→
spots[pc] = (1 : : ε, i M I [x])
else
spots[pc] = (0 : : ε, i)
−x ) goto y) =⇒
| (if P(→
−−−−−→
−−−−→
if JPKR (MR [x]) = JPK(M[x]) then
Ð −−−−−→
spots[pc] = (1 : : ε, i M I [x])
else
spots[pc] = (0 : : ε, i)
| (out x) =⇒
r = E(M[x], MR [x])
if r > Tm then
spots[pc] = (r : : ε, i ∪ M I [x])
else
spots[pc] = (r : : ε, i)

R

// Influences
−x )K (M , M , pc) when M [y] ∈ R =
Jy ← f (→
I
I
R
R
Ð −−−−−→
s = M I [x]
−−−−−→
if local-error(f , MR [x]) > Tℓ then
s = pc : : s
M I [y 7→ s]

−
local-error(f ,→
v)=
−
r R = F(Jf KR (→
v ))
−−−→
r F = Jf KF (F(v))
E(r R , r F )

// Expressions
−x )K (M , M ) when M [y] ∈ R =
Jy ← f (→
E
E
R
R
−−−−−→
−−−−−→
e = if MR [x] ∈ R then f (M E [x]) else MR [y]
M E [y 7→ e]
update-problematic-inputs(e, ĉ)
nodes, positions =
get-all-descendant-nodes(e)
ĉ ′ = make-table()
for node, position in zip(nodes, positions) :
ĉ ′ [position] = ĉ[position] + {node.value}

−
−c ) =
update-total-inputs(→
v ,→
→
−c ′ = []
−
−c ) :
for v, c in zip(→
v ,→
→
−c ′ = (c + {v}) :: →
−c ′
→
−c ′ = reverse(→
−c ′ )

Figure 4. On the left, the real-number execution, influence propagation, and concrete expressions building in Herbgrind;
shadow executions not shown are no-ops. On the right, how Herbgrind updates the operation and spot information on every
statement. Below are helper functions.
the inputs from that run are added to the summary. The input
characteristics system is modular, and Herbgrind comes with
three implementations.9 In the first kind of input characteristic, a representative input is selected from the input. In the
second kind of input characteristic, ranges are tracked for
each variable in a symbolic expression. In the third kind of input characteristic, ranges are tracked separately for positive
and negative values of each variable.
Herbgrind operates on a single execution of the client program using representative inputs provided by the developer.
During execution problematic code fragments typically see
a range of intermediate values, only some of which lead to
output error.Herbgrind’s input characteristics characterize

that range of intermediate values, and thus rely on a wellchosen representative input for the program. For example, in
our complex plotter example in the overview, the function f
is run for every pixel in the image, fully exercising its input
range. Since only some executions of a block of code lead
to high local error, the input characteristics system provides
two outputs for each characteristic and each expression: one
for all inputs that the expression is called on, and one for all
inputs that it has high error on.
The characteristics reported are tightly coupled to the symbolic expression for the relevant program fragment; each
characteristic applies to a single variable in the expression.
For instance, when the symbolic expression is sqrt(x+1)
- sqrt(x), the input characterization system might report
that the variable x ranges from 1 to 1e20. This uses the specific variable name reported in the expression, and applies to
both nodes labeled x in the expression. Since anti-unification

9 The abstract Floatgrind analysis supports any arbitrary summary
function on sets of input points, and for performance the summary function
must be incremental.
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guarantees that nodes assigned the same variable have taken
the same values on each concrete expression, any valid summaries of the two nodes will be equivalent.

To support SIMD instructions in the SSE instruction set,
temporaries can contain multiple floating-point values, unlike the memory locations in the abstract machine. Herbgrind attaches a shadow temporary to each temporary: a
type-tagged unit which can store multiple shadow values.
The shadow values stored in a shadow temporary correspond
to the individual floating-point values inside a SIMD vector. Temporaries that only store a single value have trivial
shadow temporaries.
Thread state in VEX, which represents machine registers,
is an unstructured array of bytes, so it does not use shadow
temporaries. Each floating-point value consumes multiple
bytes, and floating-point values of different sizes take up different numbers of bytes. This means that for reads and writes
to memory, Herbgrind must be careful to check whether they
overwrite nearby memory locations with shadow values.
Herbgrind also supports writing SIMD results to memory
and reading them back at an offset, as long as the boundaries
of individual values are respected. In the rare cases where
client programs make misaligned reads of floating-point values, Herbgrind conservatively acts as if the read computes a
floating-point value from non-floating-point inputs.
Like thread state, memory is an unstructured array of
bytes, with the complication that it is too large to shadow
completely. Herbgrind shadows only memory that holds
floating-point values; memory is shadowed by a hash table
from memory addresses to shadow values.

5 Implementation
The previous section described Herbgrind’s analysis in terms
of an abstract machine; however, important numerical software is actually written in low level languages like C, C++,
and FortranÐsometimes a polyglot of all three.
To support all these use cases, we refine the algorithm
presented in Section 4 to operate on compiled binaries instead of abstract machine programs. Herbgrind does this
by building upon Valgrind [27], a framework for dynamic
analysis through binary instrumentation. Building upon Valgrind requires mapping the abstract machine described in
Section 4 to the VEX machine internal to Valgrind.
Analyses built upon Valgrind receive the instructions of
the client program translated to VEX, and can add instrumentation to them freely before they are compiled back to
native machine code and executed.
Implementing the algorithm from Section 4 with Valgrind
requires adapting the abstract machine’s notions of values,
storage, and operations to those provided by Valgrind.
5.1

Values

Unlike the abstract machine, VEX has values of different
sizes and semantics. Floating-point values come in different
precisions, so the Herbgrind implementation makes a distinction between single- and double-precision floating-point
values. Both types of values are shadowed with the same
shadow state, but their behaviors in the client program are
different, and they have different sizes in memory. Client
programs also have file descriptors, pointers, and integers
of various sizes, but this does not affect Herbgrind, since it
does not analyze non-floating-point computations.
The algorithm in Section 4 tracks the exact value of computations by shadowing floating-point values with real numbers. Herbgrind approximates the real numbers using the
MPFR library [13] to shadow floating-point values with
arbitrary-precision floating-point.10 As an alternative, we
could use an efficient library for the computable reals [5, 23,
26].11
5.2

5.3 Operations
In the abstract machine model, all floating-point operations
are handled by specialized instructions. However, few machines support complex operations such as logarithms or
tangents in hardware. Instead, client programs evaluate these
functions by calling libraries, such as the standard libm.
Shadowing these internal calculations directly would miscompute the exact value of library calls; Herbgrind therefore
intercepts calls to common library functions before building
concrete expressions and measuring error. For example, if
a client program calls the tan function, Herbgrind will intercept this call and add tan to the program trace, not the
actual instructions executed by calling tan.12
Expert-written numerical code often uses łcompensatingž
terms to capture the error of a long chain of operations, and
subtract that error from the final result. In the real numbers,
this error term would always equal zero, since the reals don’t
have any error with respect to themselves. Yet in floating
point, these łcompensatingž terms are non-zero and computations that produce them therefore have high local error. A
naive implementation of Herbgrind would therefore report
spots influenced by every compensated operation used to

Storage

The abstract machine model of Section 4 represents storage
as a single map from locations to values. However, VEX
has three different types of storageÐtemporaries, thread
state, and memoryÐand the latter two store unstructured
bytes, not values directly. Herbgrind uses slightly different
approaches for each.

12 The

10 The

library wrapping system in the implementation is extensible:
users can add a new library call to be wrapped by appending a single line
to a python source file.

precision used is configurable, set to 1000 by default.
treats real computation as an abstract data type and alternate strategies could easily be substituted in.
11 Herbgrind
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compute it, even though the compensating terms increase
the accuracy of the program.
Instead, Herbgrind attempts to detect compensating operations, and not propagate influence from the compensating
term to the output of the compensated operation. Herbgrind
identifies compensating operations by looking for additions
and subtractions which meet two criteria: they return one of
their arguments when computed in the reals; and the output
has less error than the argument which is passed through.
The influences for the other, compensating, term, are not
propagated.
While most floating-point operations in real programs are
specialized floating-point instructions or library calls, some
programs use bitwise operations to implement a floatingpoint operation. Programs produced by gcc negate floatingpoint values by XORing the value with a bitmap that flips the
sign bit, and a similar trick can be used for absolute values.
Herbgrind detects and instruments these bitwise operations,
treating them as the operations they implement (including
in concrete expressions).

calls from client program to host functions are slow. The
static type analysis allows inlining these computations directly into VEX, avoiding a client-host context switch, because the type system tracks the size of values in thread
state. Knowing the size means no type or size tests need to
be done, so instrumentation can be inlined without requiring
branches and thus crossing superblock boundaries. Inlining
is also used for copies between temporaries, and for some
memory accesses, where the inlined code must also update
reference counts.
Sharing Many floating-point values are copies of each
other, scattered in temporaries, thread state, and memory.
Though copying floating-point values is cheap on most architectures, copying shadow values requires copying MPFR
values, concrete expressions, and influence sets. To save
time and memory, shadow values are shared between copies.
Shadow values are reference counted to ensure that they can
be discarded once they no longer shadow any floating-point
values. The trace nodes stored in a shadow value are not
freed along with the shadow value, since traces also share
structure. Traces are therefore reference counted as well,
with each shadow value holding a reference to its trace node,
and each trace node holding references to its children.
Many shadow values are freed shortly after they are created. Related data structures, like trace nodes, are also allocated and freed rapidly, so memory allocation quickly becomes a bottleneck. Herbgrind uses custom stack-backed
pool allocators to quickly allocate and free many objects of
the same size.

6 Optimization
A direct implementation of the algorithm in Section 5 is prohibitively expensive. Herbgrind improves on it by using the
classic techniques of laziness, sharing, incrementalization,
and approximation.
Laziness Since program memory is untyped, it is initially
impossible to tell which bytes in the program correspond
to floating-point values. Herbgrind therefore tracks floatingpoint values in memory lazily: as soon as the client program
executes a floating-point operation on bytes loaded from a
memory location, that location is treated as a floating-point
location and shadowed by a new shadow value.
Besides lazily shadowing values in the client program, Herbgrind also minimizes instrumentation. Some thread state
locations can always be ignored, such as CPU flag registers.
VEX also adds a preamble to each basic block representing
the control flow effects of the architecture, which Herbgrind
also ignores.
For more fine-grained instrumentation minimization, Herbgrind makes use of static superblock type analysis. Values
known to be integers do not have to be instrumented, and
values known to be floating point can have type checking
elided. This combination of static type analysis and dynamic
error analysis is crucial for reducing Herbgrind’s overhead.
Unfortunately, Herbgrind must still instrument many simple
memory operations, since values that are between storage
locations but not operated on could have shadow values.
The static type analysis is also used to reduce reduce calls
from the instrumentation into Herbgrind C functions. Valgrind allows the instrumentation to call into C functions
provided by Herbgrind, which then compute shadow values,
build concrete expressions, and track influences. However,

Incrementalization The algorithm in Section 4 accumulates errors, concrete expressions, and operation inputs perinstruction, and summarizes all the results after the program
finishes running. For long-running programs, this approach
requires storing large numbers of ever-growing concrete
expressions. The implementation of Herbgrind avoids this
problem by aggregating errors (into average- and maximumtotal and local errors) concrete expressions (into symbolic
expressions) and inputs (into input characteristics) incrementally, as the analysis runs. This leads to both large memory
savings and significant speed-ups.
This incrementalization does not change the analysis results since our implementation of anti-unification, used to
aggregate concrete expressions, and summation, used to aggregate error, are associative.
6.1 Approximation
Herbgrind makes a sound, but potentially incomplete, approximation to the standard anti-unification algorithm to
speed it up. Anti-unification requires knowing which pairs
of nodes are equivalent, so that those nodes could be generalized to the same variable. Symbolic expressions can be
trees hundreds of nodes deep, and this equivalence information must be recomputed at every node, so computing
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We initially ran Herbgrind on the PID controller expecting
to find, perhaps, some floating-point error in the controller
code itself. Instead, we found that Herbgrind was detecting a
problem in the loop condition. To run the PID controller for
a limited number of seconds, the program tests the condition
(t < N), where N is the number of seconds. The variable t
is stored as a double-precision floating-point number, and
is incremented by 0.2 on every iteration through the loop.
As we experimented with different loop bounds, Herbgrind
noticed that the condition, for some loop bounds, iterates
once too many times. For example, if the loop bound is set
to 10.0, the loop executes 51 times, not 50 times, because
adding 0.2 to itself 50 times produces a value 3.5 · 10−15 less
than 10. This bug is closely related to one that occurred in
the Patriot missile defense system in 1992, resulting in the
death of 28 people [36]. Herbgrind’s automatic marking of
all control flow operations as spots was necessary to detect
the bug and link the inaccurate increment to its affect on
control flow. Herbgrind was successfully able to trace back
from error detected in the output of the program to the
root cause of the error, the inaccurate increment; the output
contained the source location of the erroneous compare and
reported that it was influenced by the inaccurate increment.
We notified the authors of the adapted PID controller and
they confirmed the bug and identified a fix: incrementing
the t variable by 1 instead of 0.2, and changing the test to
(t * 0.2 < N).

these equivalence classes for large trees is a significant portion of Herbgrind’s runtime. To limit the cost, Herbgrind exactly computes equivalence information to only a bounded
depth for each node, 5 by default. In practice, this depth
suffices to produce high-quality symbolic expressions. This
depth bound also allows freeing more concrete program trace
nodes, further reducing memory usage.

7 Case Studies
This section describes three examples where Herbgrind was
used to identify the root causes of floating-point errors in
numerical programs: in all three cases, the bugs were fixed
in later versions of the software. Herbgrind’s three major
subsystems were crucial in detecting and understanding
these bugs.
Gram-Schmidt Orthonormalization Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization transforms a collection of vectors into a orthogonal basis of unit vectors for their span. We investigated
an implementation of Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
provided by the Polybench benchmark suite for numerical
kernels. Polybench is provided in several languages; we used
the C version of Polybench 3.2.1.
In the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization kernel, Herbgrind detected a floating-point problem which it reported to
have 64 bits of error, surprising for a vetted numerical benchmark. Upon investigating, we found that Gram-Schmidt decomposition is not well defined on the given inputs, resulting
in a division by zero; Herbgrind reports the resulting NaN
value as having maximal error. The fundamental problem is
not in the Gram-Schmidt procedure itself but in its invocation on an invalid intermediate value. Luckily, Herbgrind provides, as its example problematic input to the computation in
question, a zero vector, an invalid input to Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization. Herbgrind’s input characteristics system
was able to link the error in the program output to the root
cause of an input violating the precondition of the orthnormalization procedure. Note that there was nothing wrong
with the procedure itself, but rather its interaction with the
program around it. Upon understanding the bug (and fixing
it ourselves), we tested version 4.2.0 of Polybench and confirmed that this more recent version fixed the problem by
changing the procedure that generated the vectors to ensure
that valid inputs to Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization are
produced.
PID Controller A proportional-integral-derivative controller
is a control mechanism widely used in industrial control systems. The controller attempts to keep some measure at a fixed
value. It runs in a loop, receiving the current value of the
measure as input and outputting the rate at which to increase
or decrease the measure. We investigated an adaptation of
a simple PID controller which runs for a fixed number of
iterations and with a fixed rate of change to the measure [9].
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Gromacs Gromacs is a molecular dynamics package used
for simulating proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids in drug discovery, biochemistry, and molecular biology. We investigated
the version of Gromacs that ships with the SPEC CPU 2006
benchmark suite. Gromacs is a large programÐ42 762 lines
of C, with the inner loops, which consume approximately
95% of the runtime, written in 21 824 lines of Fortran. We
tested Gromacs on the test workload provided by CPU 2006,
which simulates the protein Lysozyme in a water-ion solution.
During this run, Herbgrind reported an error in the routine
that computes dihedral angles (the angle between two planes,
measured in a third, mutual orthogonal plane). For inputs
where the dihedral angle is close to flat, corresponding to
four colinear molecules, the dihedral angle computation was
returning values with significant error due to cancellation
in the computation of a determinant. These cases, though
a small subset of all possible angles, were important. First,
collections of four colinear molecules are common, for example in triple-bonded organic compounds such as alkynes.
Second, molecular dynamics is chaotic, so even small errors
can quickly cause dramatically different behavior.
Herbgrind’s symbolic expression system was crucial in
understanding the root cause of this bug. The dihedral angle
procedure invokes code from multiple source files, across
both C and Fortran, moving data into and out of vector data
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structures. The symbolic expression gathered together the
slivers of computation that contributed to the high rounding
error. From the expression reported by Herbgrind the potential for cancellation was clear and the input characteristics
provided by Herbgrind allowed us to narrow our investigations to flat angles. We identified the problem and developed
a fix based on the numerical analysis literature [33]. After
we contacted the developers, they confirmed the bug and
explained that they had deployed a similar fix in recent Gromacs versions.

results, we compare Herbgrind against an łoraclež which directly extracts the relevant symbolic expression from source
benchmark.
Results The oracle finds that, of 86 benchmarks, 30 have
significant error (> 5 bits). Of these, 29 are determined by
Herbgrind to have significant error.
Of the 30 benchmarks with significant error, the oracle
produces an improvable root cause for all 30 benchmarks.
Herbgrind determines candidate root causes for 29 of the
errors (96%), and for 25 of the benchmarks, Herbie detects
significant error in the candidate root causes reported (86%).
The remaining programs reflects either limitations in Herbgrind’s ability to properly identify candidate root causes15 , or
limitations in Herbie’s ability to sample inputs effectively. Finally, of the 30 total benchmarks which had error detectable
by the oracle and Herbie, Herbgrind can produce improvable
root causes for 25 (83%).
Overall, Herbgrind is able to determine the true root cause
for 25 of the programs in the FPBench suite, demonstrating that it is useful for diagnosing and fixing floating-point
inaccuracies.

8 Evaluation
This section shows that Herbgrind identifies correct root
causes of error in inaccurate floating-point program binaries, and that the root causes are reported with sufficient
precision to allow improving accuracy. The first subsection
demonstrates this for Herbgrind in its default configuration,
while the second subsection examines the effect of Herbgrind’s various tunable parameters. Each experiment uses
the standard FPBench suite of general-purpose floating-point
programs [10].
8.1

Improvability

8.2 Subsystems
Herbgrind’s analysis consists of three main subsystems, influence tracking, symbolic expressions, and input characteristics. In this section we will demonstrate the effect of these
subsystems.
Figure 5a shows the result of running Herbgrind with
various error thresholds for the influences system. The error threshold selected determines how much local error an
expression has to have before it is marked as łsignificantly
erroneousž, and tracked as a source of error.
A higher threshold means that fewer computations are
reported as being problematic. Users might want to use a
higher error threshold on certain applications when there
are too many expressions that are somewhat erroneous to
address them all. In highly critical applications, where it
is important to address even a small source of error, users
might choose to lower the error threshold to catch even more
errors.
Because of the non-local nature of floating-point error, the
root cause of error is often spread across many floating-point
operations. To measure how far root causes are spread, we
varied the maximum expression depth Herbgrind tracked.
In Figure 5c and Figure 5d, we measured the runtime and effectiveness of Herbgrind using various maximum expression
depths.
A maximum expression depth of 1 node deep effectively
disables symbolic expression tracking, and only reports the

The true root cause of a floating-point inaccuracy is a part
of the inaccurate computation which can be rewritten to
reduce error. Herbgrind’s value is its ability to find true
root causes; thus, this evaluation measures the fraction of
true root causes found by Herbgrind, and the fraction of
Herbgrind’s candidate root causes that are true root causes.
Methodology To determine whether a candidate is a true
root cause, one must determine whether its error can be
improved, which depends on the expertise of the programmer. As a mechanical, easily quantifiable proxy, we picked a
state-of-the-art tool, Herbie [29], and used it to determine
which of Herbgrind’s identified root causes were improvable. To use Herbgrind on the FPBench benchmarks, these
benchmarks must be compiled to native code. We do so by
using the publicly available FPCore-to-C compiler provided
with FPBench, and then compiling this C code, along with
some driver code which exercises the benchmarks on many
inputs, using the GNU C Compiler. We then run the binary
under Herbgrind, and pass the resulting output to Herbie.
We also timed the benchmarks to measure their speed.13
All experiments were run on an Intel Core i7-4790K processor at 4GHz with 8 cores, running Debian 9 with 32 Gigabytes
of memory.14 . Herbgrind introduces a 574x overhead on the
FPBench suite.
Not every benchmark in the FPBench suite exhibits significant error, nor can Herbie improve all of the benchmarks that
exhibit error. To provide a valid comparison for Herbgrind’s

15 Candidate root causes in which Herbie can not independently detect
error mostly reflect limitations in Herbgrind’s ability to accurately characterize inputs. Note that the input characterization system is modular and
easily extended.

13 Our

original timing code actually had a floating point bug, which we
discovered when Herbgrind included it in its output.
14 Results were obtained using GNU Parallel [35]
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Figure 5. In (a) we compare the number of computations flagged with various error thresholds. In (b) we show how many
benchmarks can be improved with various types of ranges. (c) and (d) explore the effect of different maximum expression
depths on runtime and number of benchmarks improved.
operation where error is detected, much like FpDebug and
similar floating-point debugging tools. However, unlike those
tools, it still tracks the influence of error and the range of
inputs to the operation. As you can see from the figure, not
tracking operations before the one that produced error results in a speedup over the normal configuration, but at a
high cost: none of the expressions produced are significantly
improvable.
Finally, to test the effectiveness of input characterization,
we measured the improvability of our benchmarks in three
configurations: with ranges turned off , with a single range
for all inputs, and with separate ranges for positive and
negative inputs (see Figure 5b). In this dataset it appears
that input ranges do not significantly affect results; however,
this could be due to the fact that these programs are small
micro-benchmarks.

Herbgrind to analyze Triangle, an expert-written numerical
program.
Triangle [32], written in C by Jonathan Shewchuk, is a
mesh generation tool, which computes the Delaunay triangulation of a set of input points, and can add additional points
so that the triangulation produced satisfies various stability properties, such as avoiding particularly sharp angles.
Running on Triangle’s example inputs, we found that Herbgrind’s compensation detection correctly handles all but
14 of 225 compensating terms with local error and does not
present these false positives to the user.
The 14 remaining compensated operations are not detected, because the compensating term affects control flow:
Triangle checks whether the compensating term is too large,
and if so runs the same computation in a different way. Herbgrind’s real-number execution computes the accurate value
of a compensating term to be 0, so these branches often
go the łwrong wayž. Fortunately, given Herbgrind’s candidate root cause, this behavior is always easy to check in the
Triangle source.

Library Wrapping Herbgrind instruments calls to mathematical library functions such as sqrt and tan to correctly
evaluate the exact result of a computation and provide simpler symbolic expressions. With this wrapping behavior
turned off, Herbgrind finds significantly more complex expressions, representing the internals of library functions: the
largest expressions are not 9 but 31 operations in size, and
133 expressions16 have more than 9 operations. For example,
instead of e x − 1, Herbgrind finds 17 expressions such as

9 Related Work
There is a rich literature on analyzing and mitigating floatingpoint error. Below we discuss the most closely related work.
Recently, work on statically analyzing error for floating
point programs has made tremendous progress [6, 8, 11, 14,
15, 24, 34]. Broadly, this work focuses on providing sound,
though conservative, error bounds for small numerical kernels. This work is useful for reasoning about the expressions
returned by Herbgrind, but does not on its own scale to large
numerical software.
Several papers in recent years have used dynamic analyses
to analyze floating-point error.
FpDebug [4] uses Valgrind to build a dynamic analysis of
floating point error. Like Herbgrind, it uses MPFR shadow
values to measure the error of individual computations. Unlike FpDebug however, Herbgrind’s shadow real execution
is based on a model of full programs, including control flow,
conversions, and I/O, as opposed to FpDebug’s model of
VEX blocks. This enables a rigorous treatment of branches
as spots, and leads to extensions such as wrapping library

(x−0.6931472(y−6.755399e15)+2.576980e10)−2.576980e10.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 5, without wrapping
calls to mathematical libraries, Herbgrind measures output
accuracy incorrectly, though on the FPBench examples the
inaccuracy is slight.
8.3

Handling Expert Tricks

Detecting compensating terms (see Section 5.3) in client code
is important for reducing false positives in Herbgrind’s output. To test the compensation detection system, we applied
16 With

library wrapping disabled, Herbgrind identifies 848 problematic
expressions, mostly corresponding to false positives in the internals of the
math library.
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functions, sharing shadow values, SIMD operations, and
bit-level transformations. All these features required significant design and engineering to scale to 300 KLOC numerical
benchmarks from actual scientific computing applications.
In addition to an improved real execution, Herbgrind departs from FpDebug with its spots and influences system,
symbolic expressions, and input ranges, which allow it to
connect inaccurate floating-point expressions to inaccurate
outputs produced by the program. Herbgrind’s use of local
error, symbolic expressions, and input ranges, help the user
diagnose the parts of the program that contributed to the
detected error.
Similarly to FpDebug and Herbgrind, Verrou [12] is a dynamic floating point analysis built on Valgrind. Verrou’s aim
is also to detect floating point error in numerical software,
but attempts to do so at much lower overhead. The resulting approach uses very little instrumentation to perturb the
rounding of a floating point program, thus producing a much
more conservative report of possible rounding errors.
Recent work by Bao and Zhang [3] also attempts to detect
floating-point error with low overhead, with the goal of determining when floating-point error flows into what they call
łdiscrete factorsž. The tool is designed to detect the possible
presence of inaccuracy with very low runtime overhead to
enable re-running in higher precision. In this context, a very
high false positive rate (> 80-90% in their paper) is acceptable,
but it is not generally acceptable as a debugging technique.
Bao and Zhang’s discrete factors address only floating-point
errors that cause changes in integer or boolean values (hence
łdiscretež). Unlike [3], Herbgrind tracks all factors (not just
discrete ones), including changes in floating-point values
that lead to changes in floating-point outputs. Re-running
programs in higher precision is untenable in many contexts,
but may work for some.
Herbie [29] is a tool for the automatically improving the
accuracy of small floating point expressions (≈ 10 LOC). Herbie uses randomly sampled input points and an MPFR-based
ground truth to evaluate expression error. This statistical, dynamic approach to error cannot give sound guarantees, but
is useful for guiding a search process. Herbie’s main focus
is on suggesting more-accurate floating-point expressions
to program developers. Herbie can be combined with Herbgrind to improve problematic floating point code in large
numerical programs, by feeding the expressions produced
by Herbgrind directly into Herbie to improve them.
Wang, Zou, He, Xiong, Zhang, and Huang [37] develop
a heuristic to determine which instructions in core mathematical libraries have an implicit dependence on the precision of the floating-point numbers. A ground truth for such
precision-specific operations cannot be found by evaluating
the operations at higher precision. These results justify Herbgrind detecting and abstracting calls to the floating-point
math library.

CGRS [7] uses evolutionary search to find inputs that
cause high floating-point error; these inputs can be used for
debugging or verification. Unlike Herbgrind, these inputs
can be unrealistic for the program domain, and CGRS does
not help the developer determine which program expressions created the high error. However, users who want to
analyze the behavior of their programs on such inputs can
use Herbgrind to do so.

10

Conclusion

Floating point plays a critical role in applications supporting
science, engineering, medicine, and finance. This paper presented Herbgrind, the first approach to identifying candidate
root causes of floating point errors in such software. Herbgrind does this with three major subsystems: a shadow taint
analysis which tracks the influence of error on important program locations, a shadow symbolic execution which records
the computations that produced each value, and an input
characterization system which reports the inputs to problematic computations. Herbgrind’s analysis is implemented on
top of the Valgrind framework, and finds bugs in standard
numerical benchmarks and large numerical software written
by experts.
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